
In addition to being a renowned illustrator in his own right, N.C. Wyeth is 
the patriarch in a family of artists. Three of his five children, Henriette Wyeth 
Hurd (1907–1997), Carolyn Wyeth (1909–1994), and Andrew Wyeth 
(1917–2009), all went on to become artists themselves. Though all three 
siblings attained some level of success, Andrew emerged as an important 
figure in 20th century American art. His iconic paintings of everyday scenes 
have been met with both adulation and derision, making him one of the more 
controversial artists of the postwar era. 
          Andrew’s younger son, Jamie Wyeth (born 1946), is also an artist. 
Known for portraits and depictions of animals, his paintings are full of energy. 
All three generations of Wyeth artists have worked in realistic veins, creating 
representational works that frequently depict scenes from the American 
Northeast, where the family has lived since settling down in Chadds Ford, 
Pennsylvania, in 1908. Despite some similarities in their subject matter and 
style, each artist has their own distinctive approach and technique. 
          Born on July 12, 1917, Andrew was the youngest of N.C.’s children. 
Raised in Chadds Ford, Andrew was a sickly child. Because of this, he spent 
much of his childhood at home where his father taught him to paint and 
draw—his only artistic training. As an artist during the mid-20th century, 
many of his contemporaries, such as Jackson Pollock (1912–1956) and Mark 
Rothko (1903–1970), worked in abstraction, but Andrew adhered to a realist 
style. His works are recognizable by their precision and controlled detail. 
Because his paintings were representational rather than abstract, he often faced scorn from art critics who viewed 
his works as anachronistic and nostalgic. Nevertheless, Andrew was wildly popular among the general public.

Unlike his father who worked primarily in oil, Andrew 
preferred watercolor and egg tempera. His paintings 
frequently feature stark scenes portrayed in a limited 
color palette, whereas his father’s images are full of 
drama, color, and embellishments. In his work, Andrew 
sought to accurately capture the rural Northeastern 
environment in which he grew up, evoking the often 
harsh and bleak nature of the land. One example of his 
work is Half Bushel from 1959, which depicts a bushel 
basket at the base of an apple tree. Painted in a rich 
range of browns and tans, the scene is at once precisely 
detailed and abstracted, with certain aspects of the 
image clearly delineated and others fading into shadow.
          While Andrew’s work is muted and reserved, 
his son Jamie creates varied and energized paintings. 
Born in Chadds Ford in 1946, Jamie was surrounded 
by artists from a young age, and at the age of twelve he 
left public school to receive formal art training from his 
aunt Carolyn. He studied with her for about two years, 
before continuing to paint on his own, seeking guidance 
when necessary from Carolyn and his father. By the time 
Jamie was eighteen he had works in private collections 
as well as museums in Delaware and Maine. At twenty 
he had his first solo exhibition in New York City. 

Like his grandfather, Jamie was drawn to painting 
with oil, although he also works in watercolor and 
experiments with combining media. His portraits 
remarkably capture aspects of his sitters’ personalities, 
and he has painted famous figures such as President John 
F. Kennedy and artist Andy Warhol. Jamie is also known 
for his depictions of farm animals, such as the 1980 oil 
painting Portrait of 75, 86, 91, 93, 84. In this farm scene, 
four black and white spotted cows, each with numbered 
tags in their ears, fill the majority of the canvas as they 
look out towards the viewer. Two other cows stand 
further back. A close up and intimate scene painted in 
vibrant color, Jamie’s varied brushstrokes bring out the 
rich textures of the cows’ fur and the grassy landscape.
          For three generations, artists in the Wyeth family 
have captured aspects of the American spirit through 
their work. Each with their own techniques and signature 
subject matters, N.C., Andrew, and Jamie have all 
contributed to the rich Wyeth family legacy of artmaking.
          

Upon returning from his voyages west in 1906, Wyeth settled once more in Wilmington. Over the next few years 
he became an acclaimed illustrator, and his work appeared in many notable publications of the time, including 
Scribner’s, Harper’s Monthly, McClure’s, and Ladies’ Home Journal. In 1908, he moved with his wife, Carolyn 
Brenneman Bockius, to Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania, where the couple resided for many years and raised their family. 
In 1911, the publishing house Charles Scribner’s Sons commissioned Wyeth to illustrate Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
Treasure Island. For this project he completed seventeen paintings that artfully captured the text’s characters and 
narrative. Wyeth went on to illustrate many stories for Scribner’s and other publishers over the years. 

In addition to his book illustrations, Wyeth created other forms of 
commissioned work.  Throughout his career, he produced calendar 
images and magazine advertisements for companies such as Coca-
Cola, General Electric, Cream of  Wheat, and the American Tobacco 
Company. In the 1920s and 1930s, he painted a string of murals, 
including commissions for the National Geographic Society in 
Washington, D.C., the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston, and the 
Missouri State Capitol in Jefferson City.
 Despite his commercial success, Wyeth longed to be known as 
a fine artist. The title of illustrator carried a pejorative connotation, 
and while his commercial work was financially lucrative, he 
wanted to be recognized for his personal paintings as well. In 
them Wyeth explored a wide range of subject matters and styles, 
drawing inspiration from American Realists such as George Bellows 
(1882–1925) as well as the American Impressionists and their use of 
light and color. Unfortunately, he never received the artistic success 
he craved.
 On October 19, 1945, at the age of 63, Wyeth died at a railroad 
crossing in Chadds Ford when his car was hit by a train. Despite this 
tragic death, Wyeth had lived long enough to see his five children 
grow up and excel in their various fields. 

Newell Convers Wyeth was born on October 22, 1882, the oldest of four boys. 
Raised on a farm in Needham, Massachusetts, Wyeth grew up in a strict household 
run by his mother, Henriette Zirngiebel, the daughter of Swiss immigrants. His 
father, Andrew Newell Wyeth II, worked seven days a week as a hay inspector in 
Charlestown, Massachusetts. As a child, Wyeth developed a love of nature and spent 
his time sketching scenes from the family farm. 
          In the spring of 1897, Wyeth asked his parents if he could leave Needham 
High School to attend formal art training in Boston. Wyeth’s mother supported and 
encouraged his artistic proclivity, whereas his father wanted him to pursue a more 
practical career. As a compromise, Wyeth’s parents sent him to the Mechanic Arts 
High School in Boston to study drafting. He later transferred to the Massachusetts 
Normal Art School where an instructor suggested that he become an illustrator. 
He spent the next few years bouncing between apprenticeships and looking for a 
mentor who worked with both painting and illustration. He studied briefly with 
artist Eric Pape (1870–1938) and then with illustrator Charles W. Reed (1841–
1926), but these short stints did not provide a strong foundation in technique.

Wyeth moved to Wilmington, Delaware, in 1902 to attend the Howard Pyle School of Art. Considered one of the 
nation’s best illustrators, Howard Pyle (1853–1911) ran a school for illustration where he admitted and taught 
only twelve students at a time. Pyle was an inspiring teacher, who emphasized the need to work from experience 
and the use of dramatic effects in art, lessons Wyeth would keep with him for the rest of his career. The young 
illustrator excelled under Pyle’s tutelage. In February of 1903, less than five months after Wyeth began studying 
with Pyle, one of his illustrations graced the cover of The Saturday Evening Post. 
          After completing his training with Pyle, Wyeth set out on his first of three trips to the American West between 
1904 and 1906. Inspired by artists such as George Catlin (1796–1872), Frederic Remington (1861–1909), and 
Charles Russell (1864–1926), Wyeth intended to paint the spirit and adventure of the West from his own travels. He 
spent much of these trips absorbing the landscape, cultures, and experiences. He started his Western adventures in 
Denver, Colorado, participating in cattle drives and then continued down to Arizona and New Mexico to live with the 
Utes and Navajos. His explorations in the West would serve as lifelong inspiration for his artworks and illustrations.
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Conceptions of the American Indian are central to the popular 
imagination and understanding of the history of the United States 
and the West. Especially in N.C. Wyeth’s time, the idea of the American 
Indian conjured up idealized images of warrior horsemen on the Plains 
and Southwestern desert dwellers. These depictions of American 
Indians play a role in the story of Western expansion, and they factor 
into the myth of “the vanishing Indian:” the idea that they were 
noble and brave people whose way of life has been sacrificed for the 
expansion of American civilization. They are relegated to the past, 
their traditions and lifestyles imagined as historic and unchanging. In 
reality however, despite being oppressed and marginalized, repeatedly 
displaced from their lands, and subject to cultural genocide, Native 

people have continued to survive and are still a part of the contemporary American landscape.
Wyeth frequently painted American Indians, in both his commercial and personal work. The time he 
spent living with different Native populations in the Southwest allowed him to gain an appreciation 
for their cultures. 

Discussion Questions
   How do you interpret the idea of progress in N.C. Wyeth’s 

Illustration for Fisk Cord Tires?
m

Why do you think Wyeth did not give his illustrations titles?
m

Is an illustrator an artist? Why or why not?
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in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania

N.C. Wyeth
American, 1882–1945

Illustration for Fisk Cord Tires
 1919

oil on canvas mounted to Masonite, 32 x 71 1/2in.
Museum purchase with funds from Collectors’ Choice VI, 1995, 

and the Major Art Purchase Fund, 1995.2

This painting for Fisk Cord Tires was the second illustration N.C. Wyeth created for the Fisk 
Rubber Company. By this point in his career, Wyeth was already a highly sought after commercial 
artist, because of his ability to transform a concept into an easy to comprehend visual narrative. 
When this work was commissioned in 1919, the United States was in a period of change and 
optimism. Though the country was still recovering from the end of the Great War (today referred 
to as World War I), technology rapidly progressed and altered society. Automobiles became 
increasingly affordable during this time, and they provided average Americans with a means 
to explore the expansive country at their own leisure. In order to travel the country, however, 
quality tires were important. Wyeth’s illustration effectively captures the hopefulness and future-
oriented mindset of the time period, and it serves as an appealing advertisement not just for a 
product, but for a new American lifestyle.
 The illustration portrays a dramatic imagined scene from the American West. Large in 
size, the image is depicted in a realist manner. The painting has a distinct foreground, middle 
ground, and background, and Wyeth’s varied brushstrokes capture the scene with precise detail. 
In the painting, a group of American Indians on horseback watch as a Ford Model T touring 
sedan drives past, heading into the depths of the picture plane. The Indians are situated in the 
front left corner of the painting, obscured in shadow. Depicted wearing traditional dress, their 
darkened forms look towards the automobile in the brightly illuminated middle ground of the 
canvas. The vehicle is shown from behind as it speeds away from the Indians, leaving a cloud of 
dust between them. The background of the painting shows a dramatic rocky landscape. Craggy 
mountains painted in vibrant yellows, blues, and purples recede back in space, drawing the 
viewer’s eye into the image. A large voluminous white cloud fills the sky in the distance.
 Wyeth’s painting is full of captivating symbolism—as an advertisement it works to tell 
a story. The image is a visual rendition of the clash between old and new in the American West. 
Wyeth draws on established tropes in this work: the American Indians, shrouded in darkness, 
are seen as primitive; accustomed to a slower and traditional way of life on horseback, they 
watch the speeding automobile. The racing sedan, painted in vivid color, represents the bright 
promises of technology and the future. This modern car drives away from the Indians, quite 
literally leaving them in the dust, and it symbolizes the progress, adventure, and conquest that 
is possible in the expanses of the West. Wyeth did not title his illustration, rather the Fisk Rubber 
Company captioned the work for the advertisement. The illustration’s accompanying text, which 
reads, “Fisk Tires Civilize Savage Trails,” further draws on this usurping of the old for the new. The 
advertisement suggests that through the exploration of the West by car, white Americans bring 
civilization and progress to the untamed frontier.
 Although Illustration for Fisk Cord Tires presents a stereotypical and inaccurate portrayal 
of American Indians, it is important to recognize that this painting does not necessarily reflect 
Wyeth’s understanding or personal opinion of Native cultures. For his commercial paintings, 
he worked with his client in order to sell a product and resonate with a consumer audience. 
In this case, Wyeth first presented a sketch to the Fisk Rubber Company and then created the 
painting upon their approval of the image. Wyeth also often depicted American Indians in his 
fine art paintings, drawing inspiration from his personal travels. In those works, Wyeth treats 
Native peoples with more respect and dignity, depicting them as hard-working, intelligent, and 
individual subjects.
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He was especially interested, however, in painting the Eastern Woodland Indian, who represented 
the people whom the first European settlers would have encountered in North America. Through 
his paintings, Wyeth portrays these Indians as peaceful, solitary, and honorable people—they 

symbolize a deep connection to nature 
and a simpler way of life.  
          With his depictions of the Woodland 
Indian, Wyeth attempted to draw on what 
he described as, “that strange love for 
things remote, things delicately perfumed 
with that sadness that is so exquisitely 
beautiful.” Of his many paintings of them, 
perhaps his most famous were a series 
of paintings entitled “The Indian in His 
Solitude” that were published in the June 
1907 edition of Outing Magazine. In these 
paintings, the artist demonstrated his 

N.C. Wyeth, Rural Delivery (Where the Mail goes, Cream of 
Wheat Goes), 1906, oil on canvas, 56 x 42 3/4 in., Minneapolis 
Institute of Art, Gift of the National Biscuit Company, 70.63

mastery of the human form as well as his technical abilities in 
depicting the landscape. 
          Although this work is sympathetic and depicts American 
Indians in a positive light, Wyeth nevertheless composed 
romanticized images that presented Native people as primitive 
and as artifacts of the past. Both his paintings of the Woodland 
Indian and commissioned works like his Illustration for Fisk 
Cord Tires, which takes a very different approach to Indian 
subjects, contribute to ongoing perceptions that Native culture 
is “other” and at odds with notions of American progress.
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